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Gutenbergstraße 15 · D-24558 Henstedt-Ulzburg · Telefon: +49 41 93-99 50 · Telefax: +49 41 93 - 99 52 20 
E-Mail: info@dataplot.de · Internet: www.dataplot.de

Different printers, inks, resolutions and printing qualities result into numerous different printing parameters. In addition, there a numerous 

factors influencing processing and the application of our materials. For this reason, we cannot make specific statements as to drying times and 

maximum ink absorption. For this reason, we recommend you to perform own tests in order to verify the desired results. Our product specifica-

tions are not to be understood as legally binding guarantees assuring specific characteristics. Any liabilities and guarantees, as well as claims 

for compensation beyond the value of the product itself are excluded.

Matchcode:  SOWADEPA

Material:  textured PVC with paperback

Finish:  matt

Color:  white

Weight:  300 g/m²

Hygroexpansivity lenghtwise:  n.n.

Hygroexpansivity transverse:  n.n.

Application temperature:  +10°C - +30°C

Fire behaviour: Class B, acc. to EN 13501-1

Width of roll:  130 cm

Length of roll:  25 m / 50 m

Shelf life: 12 months in original packing

COMPATIBLE INKS:

Eco solvent:   yes UVC:   yes

Solvent:   yes  Latex:   yes

EMBLEM Solvent Wall Decor

EMBLEM Solvent Wall Decor is a printable wall paper made of a textured PVC with a paper-

back. The special surface of SOWADEPA permits a good ink coverage as well as brilliant 

colors and is printable with solvent, eco solvent, UVC and Latex inks.



EMBLEM Solvent Wall Decor

Description:

EMBLEM Solvent Wall Decor is a printable wall paper made of a textured PVC with paper-

back.The special surface of SOWADEPA permits a good ink coverage as well as brilliant 

colors and is printable with solvent, eco solvent, UVC and Latex inks. SOWADEPA is classi-

fied as nonhazardous according to DIN 52900.

Processing:

The prints are suitable for indoor decoration without lamination. For the further procedure 

as wall decoration the usual application are valid. When applying the subsurface has to be 

hard, smooth and dry. Contaminations such as dirt, fats and grease have to be removed 

and the subsurface has to be clear of any bumps to fully ensure an optimal paper result. 

For the glueing of SOWADEPA we recommend dispersion adhesives made specifically for 

Vinyl wall decor with a paper back.

 For the paper with EMBLEM SOWADEPA an outright amount of glue is needed. For the 

paper we advise using the EMBLEM Easy Paste. Alternatively commercial glues can be used 

for example the Ovalit B. 

For a better scratch resistance the print can be protected by using a liquid lamination. 

To avoid fingerprints the use of cotton gloves is advised.

Application:

Wall decor indoors 


